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Today’s Topics

Brief history of Institutional Review Boards

Do you need IRB review?

What level of Review?

What does the IRB look for?

Submission process

• Common errors

Bench         Bedside considerations
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The goal was to give you an overview the IRB processConsiderations in IRB applicationHow we can partner together



Where it began…

• Before WWII, there were no specific laws, regulations, or 
codes governing research on humans.

• Historical abuses of human research participants 
prompted the development of ethical codes and 
guidelines. 



Examples 

• Nazi Medical Experiments (1939-1945)

• Cold War Radiation Experiments (1944-1974)

• Tuskegee Syphilis Study (1932-1972), US Public Health 
Service.

• Willowbrook Hepatitis Study (1963-1966)
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Abuses: Nazi researchers (1939 – 1945) conducted at least 70 experiments in concentration camps in three general areas: research aimed at improving the survival and rescue of German troops; testing of medical procedures and pharmaceuticals; and experiments to confirm Nazi racial ideology.  On civilian prisoners, not consent, no choice, high risk, some lead to deathFurther ethically questionable research practices:Tuskegee Syphilis Study: Willowbrook Hepatitis studyCodes are in reaction to abuses or mistakes. Does any really think you would commit atrocities if it weren’t for the IRB?Of course not.  But the regulations grew out of unregulated practicesThe regulations minimize the risks to participants AND to the research enterprise itselfWe must have the public trust if we are to conduct research



Historical Foundations of  Research Regulation
Recommended Resource: NIH Timeline of Events
https://phrp.nihtraining.com/history/07_history.php
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If you’re interested in the history of research ethics, go to this interactive timeline on the NIH websiteDescribes abuseCodes are in reaction to abuses or mistakes. Does any really think you would commit atrocities if it weren’t for the IRB?Of course not.  But the regulations grew out of unregulated practicesThe regulations minimize the risks to participants AND to the research enterprise itselfWe must have the public trust if we are to conduct researchs and the milestone regulations in response

https://phrp.nihtraining.com/history/07_history.php


Milestones in Protections

 1947-Nuremburg Code

 1966- Policies for the Protection of Human Subjects

 1971- Establishment of UCSF IRB

 1974- National Research Act- Formation of  the Commission

 1979- Belmont report
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1947- Nuremburg- the first provision of the Code – outlined what are still the basic tenets of research ethics: "the voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential." Freely given consent to participation in research is thus the cornerstone of ethical experimentation involving human subjects. provisions require the minimization of risk and harm, a favorable risk/benefit ratio, qualified investigators using appropriate research designs, and freedom for the subject to withdraw at any time.1966- Policies for the Protection of Human Subject- General requirement for ‘prior review by institutional associates”1971- Establishment of UCSF IRB- applied to all research at UCSF {PROP}1974- National Research Act- Formation of  the Commission- mandated ethical review1979- Belmont report



Belmont Report, 1979
Three ethical principles that govern research on human 
subjects:
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• Respect for persons (autonomy) 
• Beneficence
• Justice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Belmont Report-  Milestone in human research protections- *  Principal of Respect: recognizes the autonomy of humans and requires clear informed consent.�* Principal of Beneficence: Research must be shown to be beneficial and reflect the Hippocratic idea of do no harm.�* Principle of Justice: The benefits to some must be balanced against the risks to subjects.Outgrowth of an intensive four-day period of discussions that were held in February 1976 at the Smithsonian Institution's Belmont Conference CenterStated that “if there is any element of research in an activity, that activity should undergo review for the protection of human subjects.”….Thus, Institutional Review Boards were born.



Do I need IRB review?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you who are moving into the realm of human subjects researchThe 1st question to ask isDo I need IRB reviewThis is important because getting it wrong can have serious consequences



The saddest words:
“But I was only…”

• looking at patient records
• using tissue that would be thrown away
• working with my own patients
• using an FDA-approved drug/device 
• asking a few questions



Risks of  Inadequate IRB review
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Release of fundingRelease of investigational drugs/devicesAbility to publish research resultsReputation and academic standingPossible legal ramifications- HIPAA violations have huge fines, possible jail time



Is your project human subjects research?
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Research =

• A systematic investigation 
• Designed to develop or contribute to generalizable 

knowledge

Human Subject = Living individual about whom an investigator 
conducting research obtains

• Data through intervention or interaction with the individual, 
or

• Identifiable private information
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Broad definitionResearch =A systematic investigation Designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledgeGeneralizable knowledge:	 Draw general conclusions	Apply the knowledge broadly to a similar group	used by other clinicians or scientists in their work.  Human Subject = Living individual about whom an investigator conducting research obtainsData through intervention or interaction with the individual, orIdentifiable private informationIs it research?Does it involve a human subject?In order for our project to require IRB approval, it must be both



Examples of  Activities That Do Not 
Require IRB Approval

 If the Investigator obtains de-identified or coded data or 
biological samples under the following conditions
• A PI gets de-identified specimens from a UCSF tissue bank that 

has approval for the collection and dissemination of the tissue.

• A PI analyzes coded data from Johns Hopkins. The PI never 
sees identifiable information, such as name, date of birth, or 
medical record #.  



Points to Consider

Consider whether the investigators receive any identifiers or can 
break the code, even theoretically.

CALL IRB IF YOU’RE UNSURE! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“IRB approval isn’t needed because I’ll de-identify the data as soon as I get it."  “We don’t need IRB approval. We’re collecting discarded clinical samples, and the co-PI will remove the medical record label before we use the tissue.” 



What kind of  review?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you determine your project needs IRB review…What type depends on risk



Level of  Review

Full
committee

Expedited

Exempt

Not Human Subjects Research

Risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 categories of Human Subjects Research all use the same application formThe level of risk to the subject determines the level of review required and the type of application



Exempt Certification

Involves human subjects, but IRB approval is not required. 
 IRB must review the application and certify that the project 
qualifies for the exemption.
Exempt research must 

• Be minimal risk and
• Fit into one of several federal categories



Example of  Exempt Research
Use of existing data or specimens

• Publicly available or

• Not identifiable

Education

Anonymous surveys

Taste tests

10/25/2017Presentation Title and/or Sub Brand Name Here18
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Use of existing data or specimensPublicly available orNot identifiableEducational methods (pre/post tests)Anonymous surveys



Exempt Application Process

Click “Exempt” bubble

Truncated Application

Approval time of 1-2 weeks

No Continuing Review required

10/25/2017Presentation Title and/or Sub Brand Name Here19



Expedited Review 

Research that
• presents no more than minimal risk to the subjects and

• fits into one of the federal expedited review categories. 

Note: Expedited = minimal risk 
Expedited ≠ fast (sometimes)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
is the probability and magnitude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the research are not greater than those ordinarily encountered in daily life or during routine physical or psychological examinations Do not have to go to the full committee, so don’t have to wait for an agendaReviewed in the office by a high level analyst specializing in Minimal Risk studiesOr a chairNo longer need continuing review, shorter approval time



Expedited Review Categories
Category 1 - Studies of approved drugs being used for their approved 

indications

Category 2 – Blood sampling: specified volumes and time period

Category 3 – Non-invasive specimen collection (cheek swabs, urine or 
hair samples) 

Category 4 – Non-invasive clinical procedure (MRI, EKG, ultrasound, 
moderate exercise testing – NOT X-ray)

Category 5 – Use of data/specimens collected for non-research or 
research purposes (includes medical record reviews)



Full Committee Review 
Required for studies that

• May present greater than minimal risk to subjects or 
• Are minimal risk, but do not fit in an expedited review 

category

Examples: 
Studies using investigational drugs or devices
Radiation exposure
Behavioral studies involving risky interventions, 
observations of illegal behavior, or very sensitive 
data/questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Allow time for approvalMust get reviewed at full committee meetingAssigned to committee based on expertise	All committees have a variety of disciplines	But some are more specialized: Oncology, Transplant, International research



Resources

HRPP Website

Office of Research Integrity: The Research Clinic 
https://ori.hhs.gov/the-research-clinic

OHRP on YouTube-
https://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=5965CB14C2506914

 iRIS training https://iris-help.ucsf.edu/irb-iris

Clinical Research Resource Hub https://hub.ucsf.edu/

CITI Training: https://about.citiprogram.org/en/homepage/

https://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=5965CB14C2506914
https://iris-help.ucsf.edu/irb-iris


What do IRBs do?



Mandate of  the IRB

Provide independent ethical review of all research involving 
human subjects performed by UCSF faculty, staff and 
students regardless of funding and location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitate research by collaborating with and training researchers



Institutional Review Board (IRB)

▪ UCSF has four IRBs panels that meet on a bimonthly basis

▪ Approximately 6,600 research studies are open at UCSF

Composition 5+ 
Members

Relevant 
Expertise

DiversityUnaffiliated 
Member

Scientists & 
Non-Scientists
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Their job:To review research studies to ensure rights and welfare of human participants are protectedUCSF has four IRBs panels that meet on a bimonthly basisApproximately 6,600 research studies are open at UCSFMembers are appointed by the Institutional Official (AVC-level)





What do IRBs talk about?

• Risks to subjects are minimized (Beneficence) 
– Procedures consistent with sound research design
– Do not unnecessarily expose subjects to risk

• Risk/benefit ratio
• Equitable subject selection and fair recruitment (Justice)
• Consent sought and documented appropriately (Autonomy/Respect)
• Protection of privacy and confidentiality
• Extra protections for vulnerable populations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What goes on behind the closed door of an IRB meeting?We review the application  and ICF to ensure all federal regulations are being addressed and metThe consent form is carefully reviewed at meetings.



IRB Actions
Approved as submitted

Stipulations that must be met

Suggestions

Denial of approval



Submitting to the IRB



Approval Process:

31

Submit in iRIS Approved!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of you have submitted a study or modification to the IRB?It can feel like this…What happens after you submit in iRIS?
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12 Chairs and Vice Chairs:~80 members and alternatesYears of experience in conducting their own research and in reviewing othersDedicated to the principles of protections and to facilitating research15 IRB staff doing screeningWe are your partners and collaborators; we’re here to facilitate the research, not obstructDedicated and hardworking



Review Process

Study team submits the study

IRB administrative pre-review screening Stipulations

Review by Committee, Chair, or IRB member

Post-review correspondence Stipulations

This process takes time, so plan accordingly!
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Some things to know about the process, the time line (to reduce your frustration)1.Your study is going to get approved, don’t worry about that2. Wait in line with your colleagues3. Key steps researchersThese red arrows are control points for the study teamInitial submission: make sure the application is complete: FOLLOW the INSTRUCTIONS on the formSubmission that are in ‘good shape’ (all necessary attachments, application completed, ICF template)Stipulations:Turn them around quicklySomethings, you can’t control, for example- waiting for the Sponsor to approve changes in the ICF.



Top IRB Submission Tips
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Tip #1:
Complete Human Subjects Protection Training

Key Study Personnel need to take UCSF’s human subjects 
training through the CITI Program 
(https://about.citiprogram.org/en/homepage/)

Key Study Personnel = individuals who contribute in a 
substantive way to the execution and monitoring of the 
study, including individuals who obtain consent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start here- study will not get approved if KSP don’t have training



Tip #2 – Submit a Complete Packet

• Study protocol

• Human Subjects Section of grant, if applicable

• Investigator Brochure, if applicable

• Consent forms in UCSF format
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Otherwise- The application will be returned without review- “Incomplete”Why? Incomplete submissions impact the review times of well-prepared submissionsTake  up a disproportionate amount of time for our analysts that could be spent on complete packetsComplete packets improve turnaround time for all studies



Tip #3 Submit a thoughtful application
• Formulate careful responses to all questions – don’t overlook 

providing a discussion of risk, privacy and confidentiality, even 
if just doing interviews

• Provide a thorough discussion of the background and goal of 
study 

• Clearly spell out the procedures in a way they can be 
reproduced

10/25/2017



Tip #4:  

Procedures in application must match the protocol
All documents (consent forms, questionnaires, ads) and 
sections of the application should be internally consistent
Check the purpose, significance, procedures, benefits and 
alternatives in both the application and consent form
Define groups with clear labels and use consistent 
terminology throughout
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Tip #5:  
Explain What Is Research v. Clinical Care

Need to know what the participant would be doing if not in 
the research study
One of must common reasons for a return and delay of 
approval

39

Clinical Care Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very Important distinction for the IRBClinical (Medical) care: Provide benefit to the patient; decisions are in the best interest of the individual patientResearch or Clinical Investigation: Usually does not hold prospect of benefit for the individual participantIRB assesses the Risk/Benefit ratio.Therefore, in Research the denominator is smaller, and the overall risk is greater in relation 



Tip #6: Ask for assistance
Use ‘Help’ buttons on Application
HRPP Website
Call or email the IRB and ask for the Analyst of the Day
Main IRB Line: 415-476-1814
Main IRB Email: IRB@ucsf.edu

The HUB: http://hub.ucsf.edu – lots of research resources 
for investigators and study staff
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Other Resources

Research Ethics: Office of Research Integrity: The Research 
Clinic https://ori.hhs.gov/the-research-clinic

Consenting: OHRP on YouTube-
https://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=5965CB14C2506914

Tools, Templates, Guidance: Research Resource Hub: 
https://hub.ucsf.edu/

iRIS training https://iris-help.ucsf.edu/irb-iris

https://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=5965CB14C2506914
https://iris-help.ucsf.edu/irb-iris


Initial Application: “Review Ready”
All attachments

• Non-standardized questionnaires

• Recruitment materials

• All consent documents

• Scientific protocol

• NIH grant

All questions answered

Answers are 
• clear
• on point
• consistent: internally and externally



In-house: PREMIER  Cores

HRPP Website

CTSI Participant Recruitment Program

Recruitment Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is there participant contact?Who, when?PrivacyComes down to 3 principlesPREMIER Cores are available- Amazing assetHuman Subjects and Clinical PhenotypingIdentify and recruit patient groupsGenomics and MolecularAccess to biospecimens



Consent Guidance

Templates

 Instructional videos

Watch someone- apprenticeship

Don’t oversell benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most important part of researchWho, whenSet aside enough timeWritten, ConsentTemplatesInstructional videosWatch someone- apprenticeshipDon’t oversell benefitsphone, verbal, waiver?



Privacy Guidance

PREMIER Cores for data and specimen storage

 IT Security 

Genomic Data Sharing on HRPP website

Privacy Office: HIPAA Authorization



In closing

Understanding the regulatory landscape is challenging

The IRB can guide through the process

Partners in discovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read from prologue



Precision Medicine 
in Rheumatology 

For more information go to:
http://premier.ucsf.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Final slide.

http://premier.ucsf.edu/
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